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The financial industry is changing at a rapid pace and
digital payment trends are taking a major share of the
payment market. FIs are adapting to this new world by
building a flock of APIs and microservices while also
looking at options to automate processes and decrease
the delivery cycle time. Compiling, building, and
packaging financial software is a major
time-consuming activity hindering their agility— and
CI/CD processes are a conduit to automate them.

What exactly is CI/CD?
CI and CD stand for continuous integration and continuous delivery/continuous deployment.
Cohesively CI/CD practices facilitate frequent automated reliable releases of the software code.
The pipelines that build and deploy the code can also be integrated to run software code quality
and security scans for identifying code smells, licensing compliance, vulnerabilities, etc. They can
also be utilized for the integration of Unit, Functional, Integration, and Performance test scripts to
certify the product. Today CI/CD is leveraged by many financial companies to reduce their cycle
time to market without compromising the quality of the product.

The major challenges in implementing CI/CD for a financial product are:
1

Adoption of a new process that requires mindset shift is the most challenging aspect for

2

Legacy systems in large financial organizations demand a higher investment of time and

3

Confusion between CI and CD, also between delivery and deployment

4

Adopting a DevOps culture and coming together of all related teams (such as —

most teams that are building software

effort to implement CI/CD processes

development, operations, SRE, testing, etc.) to work together as a single team

5

Complicated set of software tools like Master-Slave (both static and dynamic) setup of
Jenkins

6

Additional licensing costs for tools such as CI Tool, SAST, DAST, Artifactory, etc.

7

Hiring DevOps resources with the right skillsets to suit the needs of the software
landscape

8

Network speeds and geographical locations also play a part in CI/CD adoption for
multinational financial institutions

CI/CD Service
It is an offering that encompasses services like consultation, evaluation, design, implementation,
and deployment of CI/CD services for your software product. The services revolve around CI/CD
design and implementation but are not limited to it.

Some of the main service offerings are:

DevOps
Consulting

Cloud-based
DevOps Services

DevOps Transformation
and Standardization Services

Infrastructure
as Code

Containerization
Services

Why should you choose Opus?
At Opus, we believe CI/CD is the backbone of a good modern software product. Also, our DNA is
payments, and we understand the nuances of the industry. We have helped several Fintech giants
implement their CI/CD processes from scratch. We have executed DevOps transformation
initiatives for major Fintech organizations. Our experience in the industry has helped us discover
tools and processes that can automate and render DevOps capabilities to legacy systems like
Mainframe. We have built a maturity assessment framework, playbooks, and accelerators that can
fast track your CI/CD implementation.
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This is how we build integrated pipelines for you that cover all aspects of financial software
development.
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About Opus
Opus Consulting Solutions focuses on shaping the future of payments technology. With experience
building highly innovative solutions and products, we combine our deep technology proficiency with
unmatched domain expertise in Payments and Fintech, enabling us to deliver unparalleled quality and
value in everything we do. Our team partners with a diverse global customer base, ranging from
start-ups to Fortune 500 financial leaders, all focused on digital transformation and driving innovation
in payments.
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